is paper aims at investigating the effects of tooth profile modification (TPM) on the dynamic response of planetary gear train (PGT). A numerical model is carried out to calculate two major excitation sources of PGT, time-varying mesh stiffness (TVMS), and transmission errors (TEs). On this basis, a linear time-varying dynamic model of a PGT considering TVMS, TEs, and TPM is developed. Dynamic deviation factor is further introduced to describe the dynamic response of the PGT. In this paper, TPM is only applied to the external meshes firstly. Effects of TPM parameters, such as amount of TPM, normalized modification angle, and modification curve, on the excitation sources and dynamic response of the PGT are discussed in detail. Subsequently, investigation on the effects of TPM only applied to internal meshes is conducted. Finally, with the aim to obtain the optimal TPM for the minimization of dynamic load of PGT in both external and internal gear meshes, the genetic algorithm (GA) is employed.
Introduction
Due to the advantages of large torque-to-weight ratio, compactness, high transmission efficiency, and reduced noise and vibration, planetary gears are widely used in automotive transmission, aerospace, wind turbine, and marine vehicle. Despite of these advantages, noise and vibration still remain a critical issue caused by the manufacturing errors, alignment errors, and tooth deformations. e excitations influencing the noise and vibration of planetary gears can be categorized into two groups: external excitation sources from variation of applied torque and input speed and internal excitation sources from time-varying mesh stiffness (TVMS) and transmission errors (TEs). In these excitations, internal excitations play a decisive role on vibration performance of planetary gear train (PGT). As a result, numerous studies on gear TVMS, TEs, and dynamic behavior of PGT have been carried out.
In previous studies, a finite element (FE) method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and analytical method [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] are widely used to calculate the TVMS and TEs. Obviously, effects of manufacturing errors, assembling errors, and profile deviations can be observed by these two methods. Meanwhile, utilizing the FE method can obtain more accurate results compared with analytical method, but it is excessively time consuming. erefore, many analytical methods are proposed and its results show great agreements with the FE method. TEs can be classified into no-loaded static transmission error (NLSTE) and loaded static transmission error (LSTE) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Taking no account of tooth deflections, the NLSTE represents the deviation between the actual and the theoretical perfect gear mesh positions. e LSTE relates to the applied torques, TVMS, and NLSTE.
Cornell [10] calculated the mesh stiffness analytically. Yang and Lin [11] employed potential energy principle to calculate the mesh stiffness of gears. And this model was further extended by Wu et al. [12] by taking shear mesh stiffness into consideration. Sainsot et al. [13] proposed an improved tooth fillet-foundation stiffness formula. Using the potential energy principle and considering the tooth filletfoundation deflection, Charri et al. [14] , Chen and Shao [15] , and Ma et al. [16] calculated TVMS of cracked gears. Del Rincon et al. [4] obtained the TVMS, LSTE, and load sharing ratio by incorporating the FE method and analytical method. Based on reference [4] , Fernández et al. [5] took tooth tip relief and manufacture errors into account to obtain the TVMS and LSTE under different transmitted torques. Xue and Howard [17, 18] found that effects of center distance and carrier arm stiffness on TVMS may not be ignored. Chen and Shao [7] discussed how tooth errors affected the TVMS and LSTE of meshing gear pairs. Ma et al. [8] proposed an improved analytical model to obtain the TVMS and LSTE by taking extended tooth contact into account. TVMS in PGT could be derived by combining the TVMS of one sun-planet meshing pair, one ring-planet meshing pair, and planet phasing [19, 20] . Mainly caused by the change of engaged tooth number during the meshing process, TVMS is unable to be eliminated. e LSTE has a strong correlation with tooth deformation, manufacturing errors, and assembly errors. Besides, tooth profile errors, spacing errors, extended tooth contact, and applied torques influence the TVMS and LSTE deeply.
On the condition of maintaining gear basic geometric parameters invariable, tooth profile modification (TPM) is an effective method to reduce the vibration response in the gear train system. Lin et al. [21] investigated the effects of amount of TPM and modification curve on the dynamic behavior of spur gears. Based on the quasi-static gear tooth contact model, Velex and Maatar [6] observed the best modification parameters for the minimum LSTE of spur and helical gears. Bonori et al. [22] introduced genetic algorithms (GAs) to obtain the optimum modification parameters for minimum fluctuation of the LSTE in spur gears. Considering TVMS, TPM, and contact loss, Liu and Parker [23] proposed a nonlinear analytical model for multimesh gear sets. Dynamic mesh force of individual gear tooth is investigated. Wang and Howard [2] studied the effects of TPM on TVMS, LSTE, loading-sharing ratio, contact stress, and tooth root stress by the FE method. Ghosh and Chakraborty [24] investigated the effects of TPM on dynamic behavior of spur gears and found that optimal TPM depends on operating speeds. Ma et al. [25] developed a profile shifted gear model including TVMS, addendum modifications, and TPM. e results show that optimal profile modification curve depends on the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE. Hu et al. [26] proposed a dynamic model of a high speed gear-rotorbearing system. Moreover, the effects of TPM on dynamic response of the system are conducted.
Emphasizing on TPM applied in spur gear, previous studies draw a general conclusion that minimum fluctuation of the LSTE results in optimal dynamic response. Nevertheless, having multiple meshing gear pairs and meshing phases, the PGT system is more complicated than the spur gear system. erefore, it is hard to get the effects of TPM on the dynamic response of PGT. Abousleiman and Velex [27] reported that load distribution on tooth flanks and dynamic tooth loads of PGT get improved after TPM, but detailed information about the selection of modification is not mentioned. Bahk and Parker [28] developed an analytical TPM model for PGT to study effects of TPM on dynamic response of the PGT system. e author concluded that optimal TPM should take the mesh phase between external and internal meshes into account. Furthermore, the TPM scheme corresponding to optimal dynamic response cannot obtain the minimum fluctuation of the LSTE. In this paper, we conduct a detailed investigation of the effects of TPM on internal excitations and dynamic tooth loads of PGT. It should also be mentioned that TVMS and transmission error calculation in this study is based on the model proposed by Chen and Shao [7] . By incorporating the TVMS and transmission error model into the dynamic model of the PGT system, a comprehensive dynamic model including tooth profile modification can be obtained. According to this model, effects of TPM parameters on the dynamic response of the PGT system for external and internal meshes can be studied. e optimal TPM for minimization of dynamic load of the PGT system be further be obtained. e paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, some previous studies related with TVMS, TEs, and effects of TPM on gear dynamic response are briefly introduced. In Section 2, TPM is introduced for external meshes and internal meshes firstly. en, an analytical model for calculating TVMS and TEs is developed and a dynamic model of PGT considering the effects of TPM is further established. In Section 3, dynamic deviation factor is defined to quantify the dynamic tooth loads of PGT. e GA is further adopted to optimize the dynamic tooth loads of PGT. In Section 4, effect of TPM applied in external meshes and internal meshes is investigated, respectively. Meanwhile, influence of TPM on TVMS and TEs is also presented. Furthermore, on the purpose of minimizing dynamic tooth loads of PGT, an optimal TPM is obtained by GA. In Section 5, some conclusions are drawn based on the simulation results.
Model of PGT considering TPM
Manufacturing errors, assembling errors, and tooth deformations are unavoidable in actual gears. Improper design of tooth profile can cause undesirable noise and vibration in PGT. TPM is an effective method to improve dynamic behavior of PGT. In this section, TPM for external and internal meshes is introduced firstly. en, based on the relationship between gear tooth errors and internal excitation sources (TVMS and TEs), the corresponding analytical model is proposed. At last, a dynamic model of PGT with TPM is proposed.
2
Shock and Vibration 2.1. Tooth Profile Modification. TPM can be divided into three types: tooth tip relief, tooth root relief, and the entire profile modification [25] . Tooth tip relief and tooth root relief have the same influence on dynamic behavior of a meshing gear pair [29] . erefore, modifications of all gears in PGT are assumed to be only applied in tooth tip relief in this study. Figure 1 shows the schematic of tooth tip relief applied in the external and internal gear. e formulation of the tooth tip relief shape is determined by the amount of tip relief C a and the angle of modification β a , and can be expressed as follows [25] :
where C a represents the amount of TPM; β s and β e denote the angular displacement of the starting point and the ending point of tip relief, respectively; and n is the power exponent and indicates linear tip relief for n � 1 and parabolic tip relief for n � 2, respectively. e angular displacement β can be written as follows:
where r is the radius of instantaneous contact point on the gear; r b is the base radius of the gear; θ b � π/2z + tan α − α; and z and α denote the number of teeth and pressure angle, respectively. In many literatures, the highest point of single-tooth contact (HPSTC) is always selected as the starting modification point in tip relief [7, 25, 26] . To express modification angle better, modification angle corresponding to the starting point located at HPSTC is chosen as reference. We define normalized modification angle as follows:
where A n denotes normalized modification angle and c t represents the reference modification angle and can be calculated as c t � 2π(ε − 1)/z which denotes the contact ratio.
Calculation of TEs.
Due to the manufacturing errors, assembly errors, and applied torque, the actual gear mesh position would deviate from the theoretical, which generates transmission errors and alters mesh stiffness. Figure 2 shows the diagram of a meshing gear pair. e black color of the tooth flank denotes theoretical mesh position, and the blue color of the tooth flank for driving gear represents actual mesh position affected by applied torque and TPM. According to the relationship between the LSTE and gear tooth errors proposed by Chen and Shao [7] , the loaded static transmission error (LSTE) can be expressed as follows:
and equation (4) could be further written as follows:
where subscript i denotes the ith tooth pair and E d , E p , and E s , respectively, represent the tooth pair deformation, profile error, and separation distance. Tooth profile error E p takes positive if material is removed from tooth profile; otherwise, it takes negative, which can be expressed as follows:
where superscript 1 and 2 denote driving gear and driven gear, respectively. Defined as removing material from tooth surface as intended, TPM can be regarded as a kind of tooth profile error. Tooth separation distance E s is defined as the minimum distance of the tooth pair along the line of action in theoretical contact position [30] . Tooth separation distance equals zero if the tooth pair are in contact theoretically.
Calculation of TVMS.
According to the definition of gear tooth profile error E pi and tooth separation distance E si of the ith tooth pair, it can be found that they are independent to the applied torque. Once the gears are mounted on the shafts, E pi and E si are defined. With that, gear tooth error E r and no-loaded static transmission error (NLSTE) are introduced, which can be expressed as follows:
where B denotes the total number of contact tooth pairs. Based on the relative position of tooth pair, Chen and Shao [7] derived the relationship between mesh stiffness and gear tooth errors. According to reference [7] , the gear mesh stiffness with gear tooth errors can be expressed as follows:
where E di � max(E d1 , E d2 , . . . , E dB ); F is total mesh force; E ij � E rj − E ri ; and subscript i and j denote the tooth pair number. According to equations (5), (8) , and (9), the mesh stiffness could be calculated in a simpler method:
e symbol K j in equations (9) and (10) is the mesh stiffness of the jth tooth pair, and only when tooth pair contacts work, so that
Both external mesh and internal mesh are included in planetary gears. Since ring gear is fixed by connecting to the gearbox in many cases, the deformation of fillet-foundation Shock and Vibration 3 of ring gear is neglected in this paper. Mesh stiffness of a single-tooth pair could be written as follows [15] :
where K h denotes the stiffness with respect to Hertzian contact deformation between the gear teeth; the superscripts 1 and 2 denote the driving gear and driven gear in the external mesh, respectively; K ext and K int represent, respectively, the stiffness of the external and internal gear tooth, and can be calculated as follows:
where K b , K s , K a , and K f represent the stiffness due to the effect of tooth bending, shear, and axial compressive deformation and fillet-foundation deformation, respectively. All these stiffness could be calculated by the potential energy method, and more detailed information can be obtained in reference [15] .
Modeling of PGT.
e planetary gear dynamic model investigated in this paper is a one-stage PGT as shown in Figure 3 [31] . It contains a sun gear (s), a carrier (c), a ring gear (r), and N planets (p). In this paper, deflections of the carrier and the gear body are ignored. All gears are regarded as rigid bodies supported with compliant bearings and connected with each other by linear springs acting on the lines of action. Each component is assumed to own three degrees of freedom (two translations and one rotation). e rotational coordinate can be defined as u j � r j θ j (j � s, r, c, p1, . . ., pN), where θ j is the angular displacement. e symbol r j represents the base radius for gears and the radius of the circle passing through the planet centers for carrier. e translational coordinates for the sun gear, the ring gear, and the carrier are x j , y j (j � s, r, c). e coordinate x j (j � s, r, c) is directed towards the equilibrium position of planet #1. e planet translations x pn and y pn (n � 1, . . ., N), which represent, respectively, the radial and tangential deflections of planet #n [32] are measured with respect to a rotating reference frame fixed to the carrier with the origin O. It is supposed that the geometrical parameter and profile shape of all planet gears are identical and the effect of dampness and gravity are neglected. e excitations in the planetary system are contributed by (i) periodic TVMS of sun-planet #n gear pair (s − pn) k spn (t) and ring-planet #n gear pair (r − pn) k rpn (t) and (ii) periodic displacement excitations NLSTE spn and NLSTE rpn . e relative gear mesh displacement along the line of action can be given as follows:
where ψ jpn � φ n − δ j α j and the angle φ n is the circumferential planet location of planet #n measured relative to the rotating frame with φ 1 � 0. e symbol δ j � 1 stands for j � s (external gear mesh) and δ j � − 1 for j � r (internal gear mesh), and α j denotes the pressure angle of the gears. e dynamic mesh of the gear pair could be further defined as follows: 
Driving gear
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Line of action
e total number of degrees of freedom is 3N + 9 for the planetary system, and the global equation of motion of the system can be written in a matrix form as follows [32] M €
where M is mass matrix. X denotes the vector of the degrees of freedom and superscript T represents transpose of the vector. Ω c is the angular speed of carrier. K b and K m (t) denote the bearing stiffness matrix and gear mesh stiffness matrix, respectively. G and K Ω stand for gyroscopic matrix and centripetal matrix, respectively. T denotes the external torques applied to the planetary system. F(t) is the excitation force induced by the NLSTE and can be expressed as
By introducing TVMS and NLSTE into the motion equation of planetary system (equations (16a), (16b), and (17a)-(17d)), the dynamic vibration response of the system can be achieved by the Newmark-β method. Once the planetary design parameters are determined and the external torque remains constant, two main excitations of the system TVMS and NLSTE can be defined. Based on the theory discussed above, it can be observed that TPM has a great effect on these excitations. As a result, TPM is an effective approach to reduce the vibration behavior of the planetary system. [33] have put an effort in describing the vibration signal of an accelerometer fixed to the ring gear which is held stationary on the gearbox through bolts and pins. Figure 4 shows the schematic of a 4planet PGT with an accelerometer mounted on the ring gear. For a complete revolution of the planet carrier, it is assumed that individual influence of planet #i on the accelerometer lasts for 2π/(Ω c N). Combining Hanning window functions with Heaviside unit functions, the acceleration signal on the ring gear outer surface can be expressed as follows:
Model Validation. Inalpolat and Kahraman
where a(t) is the acceleration propagated to the accelerometer and A(ω) represents the corresponding frequency spectrum. c stands for a constant related to dynamic mesh force, w n (t) for weighing function, and F i (t) for the total dynamic mesh force at the ring-planet #i interface. More detailed information about equations (18a) and (18b) can be found in reference [33] . Figure 5 shows the dimensionless acceleration spectra focused on two planetary gear set types as measured and simulated by Inalpolat and Kahraman [33] along with the results provided by the proposed model in this section. e peak positions and their relative amplitudes are in very good agreement. e peak positions are symmetrical about the mesh order H m (H m � z r ) and appears at even integer orders. It is indicated that the proposed model is valid for investigating the dynamic response of the PGT.
Evaluation and Optimization of PGT
3.1. Dynamic Deviation Factor. Dynamic deviation factor, an effective method to quantify the dynamic tooth loads of PGT, is suggested by Abousleiman and Velex [27, 34] that can be written as follows:
where S ext and S int denote external meshes (sun-planet) and internal meshes (ring-planet) dynamic deviation factors, Shock and Vibration 5 respectively; N calc represents number of time increments for averaging S ext and S int ; F ext nk and F int nk stand for instantaneous mesh force on sun-planet #n and ring-planet #n meshes, respectively; and F ext stat and F int stat are static mesh force over one mesh cycle on external and internal meshes, respectively.
It is suggested that reduced dynamic deviation factor can improve the dynamic behavior of PGT and reduce the vibration and noise [27] . In order to quantify the effect of TPM on the dynamic tooth loads of PGT, we define relative dynamic deviation factor as follows:
where R s denotes relative dynamic deviation factor. Subscripts ext and int refer to external meshes and internal meshes, respectively. S m and S n represent dynamic deviation factor with and without TPM, respectively. If the value of the relative dynamic deviation factor is positive, the corresponding dynamic tooth loads get improved and vice versa.
Optimization of TPM.
e primary goal of TPM is to reduce the vibration and noise of PGT, so that TPM should improve the dynamic tooth loads for both external and internal meshes. Since dynamic deviation factor relates with instantaneous mesh force, which has great dependence on TPM parameters, optimization selection of TPM is a multiple parameter problem. GA has been confirmed as an efficient method to handle multiple parameter optimization problem in the gear train system [22, 35] .
GA is a stochastic optimization algorithm that mimics natural selection [36] . Figure 6 (a) shows the flow chart of the GA computational model.
In this paper, we assume that amount of TPM and normalized modification angle is identical for sun gear and all the planet gears in external meshes. And this assumption also applies to internal meshes. As a result, there exist four TPM parameters forming an individual X, which can be written as follows:
where C denotes the amount of TPM, A represents normalized modification angle, subscripts ext and int refer to external meshes and internal meshes, respectively. Figure 6 (b) shows the encoding of an individual. Each individual comprises four TPM parameters, and each TPM parameter is transformed into a string of alternating 0s and 1s by binary encoding. Fitness is a function related with the relative dynamic deviation factor, since purpose of TPM aims to improve the dynamic tooth loads of PGT. Previous literatures conduct the dynamic deviation factor in a wide operating speed range to investigate the dynamic response of PGT [27, 34] . Optimal TPM implies that dynamic tooth loads in external and internal meshes decrease over a wide operating range. However, it is unrealistic considering vibration response over the entire speed range for fitness function. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of TPM, two operating speeds, which correspond to the first two peak amplitude of the dynamic deviation factor without TPM, are, respectively, selected in external meshes and internal meshes. erefore, we define the fitness function as follows:
where superscripts 1 and 2 denote the operating speed at the first and second dynamic deviation factor peak amplitude without TPM. e symbol Θ is defined as follows:
e presented GA improves the solution by means of a certain number of iterations on a population with some individuals. Each iteration has three steps: selection, crossover, and mutation. 
Results and Discussions
In what follows, a single spur PGT with three equally spaced planets is investigated, and the basic parameters are listed in Table 1 . e ring gear is fixed and power flows from the sun input to the carrier output. No floating members are allowed. Effects of TPM parameters on TVMS and TEs for external meshes are discussed, and the dynamic tooth loads of the PGT system are observed. Subsequently, the effects of TPM applied in internal meshes on the dynamic tooth loads of the PGT system are investigated. At last, introducing the GA to obtain optimal TPM minimizing dynamic load fluctuation of the PGT system is discussed. It needs to be pointed out that the external torque applied to the planetary system keeps consistent in each operating condition.
According to the parameters of the three equally spaced planets' PGT system listed in Table 1 , vibration properties can be obtained. e natural frequency and vibration mode of the PGT system is listed in Table 2 . All vibration modes can be classified into torsional (R) and translational (T) modes, and the translational mode has two equal natural frequencies. is phenomenon agrees with the conclusion proposed by Lin et al. [30] .
Effects of Modification Parameters.
In this section, according to the NLSTE defined in equations (4)-(8) and the potential energy method suggested by Yang and Lin [11] , quasi-static TVMS and LSTE are obtained with different TPM parameters. Considering the calculated TVMS and NLSTE as excitations of the planetary system defined by equations (16a), (16b), and (17a)-(17d), dynamic responses of the system can be solved by the Newmark-β method.
It is assumed that TPM parameters are only applied to sun-planet gear meshes, and the tooth profile of ring-planet gear meshes remains unmodified. Since working faces for sun-planet and ring-planet mesh on a planet gear is different, this assumption can therefore be guaranteed. Besides, tooth profile modification is only applied in the tip of the sun gear and planet gear, and all the geometric parameters and profile modification parameters are identical for all the planets. In the overall analyses, the input speed increases from 0 rpm to 9000 rpm and the input torque is 900 Nm.
Effects of Amount of TPM.
In order to investigate the effects of the amount of TPM on dynamic response of the planetary gear trains, four cases with TPM are studied. Firstly, TVMS, LSTE, and NLSTE of a sun-planet gear mesh under different amount of modifications are shown in Figure 7 . Four cases with different amounts of TPM C a,1 taking 5 μm, 10 μm, 15 μm, and 20 μm are discussed. ese four cases have the same normalized modification angle with A n � 1, which implies the tip relief starts from HPSTC. Furthermore, these four cases are compared against the condition that no modification is applied to the gear meshes. e black line in Figure 7 refers gear tooth without modification, where the NLSTE equals zero during the overall mesh cycle and sudden jump occurs in the region between double-and single-tooth engagement of TVMS, as shown in Figure 7 (b). NLSTE excitation appears when TPM is applied as illustrated in Figure 7 (a). We define the region of the NLSTE greater than zero as the effective region for the NLSTE in a one mesh cycle. It can be found that the amplitude of the NLSTE is proportional to the value of the amount of TPM, but the effective region remains unchanged over the mesh cycle. Meanwhile, time-varying mesh stiffness gets smooth after TPM, as shown in Figure 7(b) . However, the contact ratio and the mesh stiffness of the double-tooth engagement region decrease as C a increases. It can be observed from Figure 7 (c) that the value of the LSTE increases with the increase of C a in the double-tooth engagement region, so that the peak-peak value of the LSTE can reach a minimum value with proper selection of amount of TPM. We obtain the minimum peak-peak value of the LSTE as 1.2 μm when C a � 10 μm.
e dynamic deviation factors of external and internal meshes in the planetary system are exhibited in Figure 8 . It can be observed that dynamic tooth loads get improved in most speed ranges for external meshes after TPM, as shown in Figure 8 (a). Among these four TPM cases as displayed in dynamic tooth loads are not improved evidently and even become worse as sun-gear speed keeps increasing when C a � 20 μm. In addition, some response peaks can be found for different input speed. By comparing the mesh frequencies at different response peaks and the vibration properties of the PGT system in Table 2 , the vibration mode which is excited can be obtained, as shown in Figure 8 . e result shows that both the torsional and rotational vibration mode can be excited, and TPM can help reduce the vibration response amplitude effectively. It is clear that proper TPM applied in external meshes can improve the dynamic behavior of external meshes. R  T  T  T  R  T  T  R  R  T Furthermore, an appropriate TPM scheme depends on minimum fluctuation of the LSTE. However, TPM applied in external meshes is unable to improve the dynamic tooth loads for internal meshes, as shown in Figure 8 (b). Dynamic tooth loads for internal meshes get improved to a certain degree when C a � 5 μm and 10 μm, but the effect is not apparent. Dynamic responses of internal meshes get even worse in other two cases. Optimal selection of modification parameters requires improving dynamic behavior in both external and internal meshes. Two summits are distinct in Figure 8 with the corresponding sun-gear speed at 6500 rpm and 7380 rpm. Effects of the amount of TPM on planetary responses at these two operating speeds are displayed in e sun-gear trajectory has the same phenomenon, which corresponds to the results displayed in Figure 8 (a). Figure 10(a) shows that the narrower fluctuation range of external mesh force appears when C a � 20 μm, so that the dynamic tooth loads on external meshes get improved. However, the variation range, maximum value, and amplitude of sun-gear trajectory are higher; therefore, noise and vibration of the planetary system become more intensive when C a � 20 μm. e main reason is that excessive amount of TPM causes excessive initial tooth separation and results in a high-amplitude NLSTE so that sun gear requires moving more displacement in order to compensate the initial tooth errors. It indicates that even though improper modification parameters can improve dynamic tooth loads, unexpected situation would happen. If the best modification is not obtained, smaller amount of TPM are more acceptable than excessive amount of TPM.
Effects of Normalized Modification Angle.
e effects of normalized modification angle A n on time-varying mesh stiffness and transmission errors in external meshes are shown in Figure 11 . Four cases of different A n , taking 0.3, 0.5, 1, and 1.2, are studied. e amount of TPM takes 8 μm for different cases since C a � 8 μm can obtain the minimum fluctuation of LSTE when A n � 1 in Section 4.1.1. When normalized modification angle is less than 0.5, the NLSTE equals zero and the peak-peak value of the LSTE remains almost unchanged, as illustrated in Figures 11(a) and 11(c) . However, TVMS is affected seriously, where the mesh stiffness decreases in the double-tooth engagement region as the normalized modification angle increases and the contact ratio also gets reduced, as shown in Figure 11(b) . When the normalized modification angle is greater than 0.5, the effects appear significantly different. Meanwhile, the amplitude and the effective region of the NLSTE arise. Furthermore, the peak-peak value of the LSTE decreases with the increase of the normalized modification angle, while TVMS varies very little, as displayed in Figures 11(a) and 11(c) . Figure 12 shows the effects of normalized modification angle on dynamic tooth loads. Similar with the results proposed in Section 4.1.1, TPM applied in external meshes can improve the dynamic tooth loads in external meshes. However, the dynamic tooth loads may become worse in internal meshes, as illustrated in Figure 12 . At the entire sungear speed range, the dynamic tooth load in external meshes can be reduced apparently after TPM. It can be found that the dynamic deviation factor are quite approximate over the entire sun-gear speed range in external meshes when A n � 1 and 1.2, except sun-gear speed locates between 5000 rpm and 9000 rpm, where A n � 1.2 obtains better dynamic response, as displayed in Figure 13 (a). It implies that A n � 1.2 is the best modification scheme at the proposed sun-gear speed range for external meshes when C a � 8 μm. Figure 13 shows the effect of the normalized modification angle on the dynamic response of the planetary system at sun-gear speed 6800 rpm, where the peak value of the dynamic deviation factor appears at external meshes for the above four cases with different A n . e maximum value and variation of external mesh force are minimum for A n � 1.2, as well as the variation of DTE of external meshes, as shown in Figures 13(a) and 13(b) . Meanwhile, the amplitude of sun-gear radial trajectory gets the minimum when A n � 1.2. It indicates that A n � 1.2 is the best modification scheme for external meshes at sun-gear speed 6800 rpm, which coincides with the results illustrated in Figure 12(a) . For internal meshes, TPM can reduce the dynamic vibration, as exhibited in Figure 13(d) .
Effects of Modification Curve.
Here, effects of the modification curve on TVMS and TEs are presented in Figure 14 . Two different modification curve with identical amount of TPM C a � 8 μm and normalized modification angle A n � 1.2 are analyzed. It is clear that parabolic modification has lower amplitude of the NLSTE and equal effective region compared with linear modification, as shown in Figure 14(a) . Interestingly, it can be found that TVMS for linear and parabolic modification is almost identical, as illustrated in Figure 14 (b). e peak-peak value of the LSTE for parabolic modification is smaller than linear modification, as displayed in Figure 14(c) . en, the effects of the modification curve on dynamic response of the planetary system are shown in Figure 15 . From Figure 15(a) , it can be observed that both linear and parabolic modification can improve the dynamic tooth loads for external meshes over the entire sun-gear speed range. e dynamic tooth load for parabolic modification appears to be better than linear modification for external meshes. Dynamic tooth loads for internal meshes are also getting improved over the entire input speed range. But the improvement is as significant as external meshes. Dynamic response even increases slightly in some speed area. In addition, it is difficult to judge whether linear or parabolic 
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TPM applied at external meshes is better for internal meshes. Investigation of TPM effects on internal meshes need to be further conducted. According to the results illustrated form Section 4.1.1 to Section 4.1.3, we can observe that TPM applied to external meshes can improve the dynamic load for external meshes, but the effect for internal meshes is always negative. Besides, TPM applied in external meshes with lower peak-peak value of the LSTE can improve the dynamic tooth loads better for external meshes. is indicates that the lower peak-peak value of the LSTE in internal meshes can analogously improve the dynamic tooth loads for internal meshes. In order to demonstrate the variation of the peak-peak value of the LSTE with TPM better, the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE is defined as follows [7] :
where R p denotes the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE and P m and P n represent the peak-peak value of the LSTE with and without TPM, respectively. Figure 16 shows the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE, which varies with the amount of TPM and normalized modification angle for external and internal meshes under linear and parabolic modification. e coordinate corresponding to the modification parameters for the minimum relative peak-peak value of the LSTE is marked in Figure 16 . It is evident that when the normalized modification angle is less than 0.5, the amount of TPM has tiny effect on the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE R p for both external and internal meshes. But R p reduces when normalized modification keeps arising. Moreover, when the normalized modification angle is defined (greater than 0.5), R p declines rapidly at first, then goes up fast with the increasing amount of TPM for both external and internal meshes in linear modification. However, R p changes more slowly in parabolic modification as displayed in Figure 16 . And this principle is also suitable for the influence of the normalized modification angle in linear and parabolic modification when the amount of TPM is defined. According to the minimum R p marked in Figure 16 , it can be found that minimum R p is smaller in linear modification for external and internal meshes, and its corresponding amount of TPM and normalized modification angle are also smaller compared with parabolic modification.
Effects of Profile Modification Applied in Ring-Planet Gear
Mesh. As illustrated in Section 4.1, proper TPM improves the dynamic load of external meshes over the entire sungear speed range. In order to investigate the influence of TPM applied to internal meshes on the dynamic response of the PGT, two sun-gear rotating speed 3000 rpm and 7500 rpm are selected, which correspond to the trough and crest of the dynamic deviation factor without TPM for external and internal meshes, respectively. It should be pointed out that external torques applied to the system equals 900 Nm and linear TPM only applied to internal meshes with identical amount of TPM and normalized modification angle in ring gear and all planet gears. Figure 17 illustrates the contour plot of the relative deviation factor in external and internal meshes defined in equations (20a) and (20b). Obviously, when sun-gear speed is at 3000 rpm, the region of TPM parameters improving dynamic tooth loads for internal meshes is quite limited as illustrated in Figure 17(b) . Meanwhile, three minimum points can be obtained in the contour plot, which is marked as A, B, and C, respectively. Although many TPM parameters are unaccepted for internal meshes, dynamic tooth loads get improved for external meshes, as displayed in Figures 17(a) and 17(b) . When sun-gear operates at 7500 rpm, acceptable modification parameters region gets wider for internal meshes. However, acceptable parameters region gets smaller for external meshes compared with the sun-gear speed at 3000 rpm, as exhibited in Figures 17(c) and 17(d) .
For external meshes, reduction of the peak-peak value of the LSTE can improve the dynamic tooth loads for external meshes as mentioned in Section 4.1. In order to investigate the relationship among the peak-peak value of LSTE, TVMS, and the dynamic response of the planetary system, four modification parameters are studied as shown in Table 3 . Meanwhile, these four modi cation parameters are noted in Figure 17 (b) as A, B, and C, while point D stands for the modi cation parameters with the minimum relative peakpeak value of the LSTE, as shown in Figure 16 (c). NLSTE, TVMS, and LSTE in these four points are displayed in Figure 18 . Variation laws of NLSTE, TVMS, and NLSTE with TPM parameters obey the principle mentioned in Section 4.1. Figure 19 illustrates the dynamic tooth loads for external and internal meshes at di erent modi cation parameters, as shown in Table 3 . From Figure 19 (a), we can observe that point C is the only one that improves the dynamic tooth loads over the entire speed range for internal meshes, while the other three points will increase dynamic tooth loads in some sun-gear speed range. However, performance in these four points varies considerably at various sun-gear speed ranges. For instance, when sun-gear speed ranges from 2100 rpm to 3200 rpm and 4300 rpm and 6700 rpm, point C improves the dynamic tooth loads best. But when sun-gear speed ranges from 3500 rpm to 4100 rpm and 6800 rpm to 7800 rpm, point A behaves best, as shown in Figure 19 (b). It implies that optimal modi cation schemes depend on the operating speed with regard to internal meshes. Point D refers to the minimum peak-peak value of the LSTE in external meshes, as illustrated in Figure 16 (c). Meanwhile, point B reduces the peak-peak value of the LSTE quite a lot. However, points B and D are unable to improve their dynamic behavior very well for internal meshes, becoming even worse than point C. erefore, unlike external meshes, optimal modi cation parameters are not determined only by the peak-peak value of the LSTE in internal meshes. From Figure 19 (a), it can be observed that when TPM is applied in internal meshes, dynamic tooth loads for external meshes might become better or worse. 
Optimization of TPM for Dynamic Responses Reduction.
Based on the results presented above, it can be found that optimal TPM for external meshes can increase the dynamic tooth loads on internal meshes, and this phenomenon also suits for internal meshes. In order to reduce the dynamic tooth loads in both external and internal meshes, TPM should be applied to both external and internal meshes simultaneously. It is supposed that TPM parameters are identical for all sun-planet gear meshes, as well as all ringplanet gear meshes. Dynamic tooth loads of external and internal meshes vary with four TPM parameters, amount of TPM, and normalized modification angle for both external and internal meshes.
As mentioned previously, there are strong relationship between TPM parameters and dynamic response of the planetary system. Optimal TPM can be obtained by the enumeration method which aims at obtaining the minimum vibration and dynamic response of the PGT. However, it is extremely time consuming and blindness. In recent research studies, it is confirmed that the GA is an effective method to find the optimal TPM [22, 35] . In order to achieve the optimal TPM, the GA is adopted in this study. e presented GA is based on binary encoding with the four parameters mentioned above. It is assumed that the variation range of each parameter is the same for external and internal meshes. e amount of TPM ranges from 0 to 30 μm, and the normalized modification angle ranges from 0 to 1.4. Linear modification is employed.
Step size of the amount of TPM and normalized modification angle chooses ΔC a � 0.1 μm and ΔA n � 0.01, respectively. erefore, each individual in the GA consists of four chromosomes and each chromosome represents one modification parameter. Chromosomes of the amount of TPM and normalized modification angle have 9 genes (2 8 < 301 < 2 9 ) and 8 genes (2 7 < 152 < 2 8 ), respectively.
With regard to optimal TPM, it implies that the external and internal tooth loads decrease over the wide range of the sun-gear speed. However, it is unrealistic if the vibration response in the entire sun-gear speed range of every individual requires to be calculated. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of TPM, reduction of dynamic tooth loads in external and internal meshes at two sun-gear rotation speed are selected, which corresponds to the first two peak amplitude of dynamic tooth loads without TPM. As a result, 3540 rpm and 7400 rpm sun-gear speed are selected for external meshes and 5160 rpm and 7400 rpm for internal meshes. e presented GA improves the solutions by means of a certain number of iterations on a population with 20 individuals. Probability of crossover and mutation takes, respectively, 0.6 and 0.033 [22] . Based on these parameters of the GA, optimal simulation program can be performed in MATLAB. e simulation found that the value of fitness function converges after 300 iterations. Figure 20 shows the dynamic deviation factors of external and internal meshes with TPM parameters which stem from the GA. Black line represents results without TPM, and dash line represents the optimal modification scheme from the GA. It can be found that dynamic tooth load has been greatly reduced for external and internal meshes and no obvious peak appears over the entire sun-gear speed range. Furthermore, the optimal modification scheme behaves much better than the modification scheme illustrated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. It implies that TPM applied only to external or internal meshes can hardly obtain a suitable modification scheme and both external and internal meshes should be taken into account in obtaining optimal TPM.
Conclusions
is paper focuses on the analysis of the effects of TPM on the dynamic response of the PGT. Considering the influence of gear tooth errors and TPM, an analytical mesh stiffness model is developed, and TVMS, LSTE, and NLSTE of an external mesh under different TPM parameters are analyzed. Based on the TVMS and gear mesh displacement along the line of action, a linear time-varying planetary gear dynamic model is proposed. For convenient evaluating dynamic response of the PGT, the dynamic deviation factor is introduced. e dynamic deviation factor under different TPM conditions is given. Effects of TPM on the dynamic response of PGT are analyzed in detail. In order to obtain the optimal TPM minimizing the dynamic response of the planetary, the GA is adopted. e main conclusions can be summarized as follows:
(1) TPM can make tooth engagement process smooth at double-and single-tooth alternating mesh. e gear contact ratio also increases in a certain degree after TPM. TVMS, LSTE, and NLSTE alter a lot after TPM, especially in double-tooth engagement region. e minimum peak-peak value of the LSTE can be obtained with proper selection of TPM parameters. TVMS for linear and parabolic TPM almost has no difference when the amount of TPM and normalized modification angle are defined. When the normalized modification angle is less than 0.5, the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE almost remains unchanged for arbitrary amount of TPM. When normalized modification angle is greater than 0.5, the relative peak-peak value of the LSTE would be influenced by the amount of TPM and normalized modification angle and varies more rapidly in linear TPM than parabolic TPM. Furthermore, the minimum peak-peak value of the LSTE is smaller in linear TPM and the corresponding amount of TPM and normalized modification also turns out to be smaller. (2) TPM applied to external meshes can improve dynamic tooth loads in external meshes, while dynamic tooth loads in internal meshes might get worse. If only external meshes are taken into consideration, the smaller peak-peak value of the LSTE can improve the dynamic tooth loads better for external meshes. For some TPM parameters, even though dynamic tooth loads in external meshes get improved, bearing force will increase unfavorably. Proper TPM for internal meshes can increase the dynamic load in external meshes, which is similar to the phenomenon TPM applied in external meshes. However, dynamic response for internal meshes seems to be quite complicated, even the minimum peak-peak value of the LSTE is unable to reduce the dynamic response in internal meshes in some sun-gear speed range. (3) It is proved that the GA is an effective method to obtain the optimal TPM for the minimum dynamic tooth loads for PGT. Optimal TPM can significantly reduce the dynamic tooth loads for external and internal meshes over the entire speed range, which can hardly be realized by TPM which is only applied in external or internal meshes.
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